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We model a make-to-stock production system that utilizes permanent and contingent capacity to meet
non-stationary stochastic demand, where a constant lead time is associated with the acquisition of con-
tingent capacity. We determine the structure of the optimal solution concerning both the operational
decisions of integrated inventory and ﬂexible capacity management, and the tactical decision of deter-
mining the optimal permanent capacity level. Furthermore, we show that the inventory (either before
or after production), the pipeline contingent capacity, the contingent capacity to be ordered, and the per-
manent capacity are economic substitutes. We also show that the stochastic demand variable and the
optimal contingent capacity acquisition decisions are economic complements. Finally, we perform
numerical experiments to evaluate the value of utilizing contingent capacity and to study the effects
of capacity acquisition lead time, providing useful managerial insights.
 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction and related literature
In a make-to-stock production system that faces volatile demand, system costs may be decreased by managing the capacity as well as
the inventory in a joint fashion, in case there is some ﬂexibility in the production capacity. In some production environments, it is possible
to increase the production capacity temporarily while it may take some time to do so. We refer to this delay as capacity acquisition lead
time. In this paper we consider such a make-to-stock production system subject to periodic review in a ﬁnite-horizon under non-stationary
stochastic demand, where our focus is on the effects of capacity acquisition lead time.
The production capacity of a system can be permanent or contingent. We deﬁne permanent capacity as the maximum amount of pro-
duction possible in regular work time by utilizing internal resources of the company such as existing workforce level on the steady payroll
and the machinery owned or leased by the company. Total capacity can be increased temporarily by acquiring contingent resources, which
can be internal or external. Some methods of acquiring contingent capacity are hiring temporary workers from external labor supply agen-
cies, authorizing overtime production, renting work stations, and so on. We refer to the acquired additional capacity, which is only tem-
porarily available, as contingent capacity. Contingent capacity can be acquired in any period provided that it is ordered in a timely manner,
and corresponding costs are incurred only in the periods that contingent capacity is utilized.
Throughout this paper, we primarily consider the workforce capacity setting for ease of exposition. We use the temporary (contingent)
labor jargon to refer to capacity ﬂexibility. In that setting, we assume that the production quantity is mostly determined by the workforce
size, permanent and contingent.
The availability of contingent capacity may be subject to a certain time lag associated with the operations of the capacity acquisition
process, where we refer to this time as the capacity acquisition lead time. For example, an external labor supply agency (ELSA) may not
be able to immediately send the temporary workers that a company asks for. The process of searching for and contacting the appropriate
workers are the main drivers of this time delay, along with factors such as absenteeism, unavailability or skill requirements. The companies
may make contracts with the ELSAs that guarantee the availability of temporary workers provided that they are requested some certain
time in advance, which is the case according to our experience in the Netherlands. Naturally, the capacity acquisition lead time increases
for jobs that require higher skills.ll rights reserved.
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ers frequently, is not only very costly in general, but it may also have many negative impacts on the company. Utilizing ﬂexible capacity is a
possible remedy to this problem and we consider it as one of the two main operational tools of coping with ﬂuctuating demand, along with
holding inventory. The ELSAs that employ their own workforce provide such ﬂexibility to companies. Since the temporary workers are em-
ployed by the ELSAs, decreasing the temporary workforce levels is different than ﬁring permanent workers for the companies and does not
bring any additional costs. There exists a signiﬁcant usage of ﬂexible workforce in many countries. We refer the reader to Tan and Alp (in
press) for statistical evidence.
Flexible capacity management refers to adjusting the total production capacity with the option of utilizing contingent resources in addi-
tion to the permanent ones. Since long-term changes in the state of the world can make permanent capacity changes unavoidable, we con-
sider the determination of the permanent capacity level as a tactical decision that needs to be made only at the beginning of the planning
horizon and not changed until the end of the horizon. The integrated inventory and ﬂexible capacity management problem that we deal
with in this paper refers to determining the contingent capacity to be ordered which will be available in a future period as well as deter-
mining the optimal production quantity in a certain period given the available capacity which has been determined in an earlier period. We
note that this problem is essentially a stochastic version of the aggregate production planning problem.
The dynamic capacity investment/disinvestment problem has been investigated extensively in literature. This problem aims at optimiz-
ing the total production capacity of ﬁrms at a strategic level to meet long-term demand ﬂuctuations. Rocklin et al. (1984) show that a target
interval policy is optimal for this problem. This policy suggests investing in (expanding) the capacity if its current level is below a critical
value, disinvesting in (contracting) the capacity if its current level is above another critical value, and doing nothing otherwise. Eberly and
van Mieghem (1997) later extend this result to environments with multiple resources. Further multidimensional optimality results are
shown by Gans and Zhou (2002) and Ahn et al. (2005). Angelus and Porteus (2002) show that target interval policy is still optimal for man-
aging the capacity in the joint capacity and inventory management problem of a short-life-cycle product under certain assumptions. In
general, the lead time for the realization of the capacity expansion and contraction decisions is neglected in this literature and Angelus
and Porteus (2002) state that ‘this important generalization to the case of positive capacity lead time with inventory carry-over merits fur-
ther research’. The lead time issue is considered in the capacity expansion literature to a certain extent. Angelus and Porteus (2003) show
optimality of the echelon capacity target policy for multiple resources, which can have different investment lead times and for which
investments can be deferred. Ryan (2003) presents a summary of the literature on dynamic capacity expansions with lead times. There
are two main differences between the dynamic capacity investment/disinvestment problem and the integrated inventory and ﬂexible
capacity management problem that we consider: (i) investment results in possession of capital goods, which still has some value at the
time of disinvestment, whereas ﬂexible capacity is not possessed, but acquired only for a temporary duration, (ii) investment decisions
are strategic, while integrated inventory and ﬂexible capacity management is tactical and operational.
The problem that is addressed in this paper is closely related to the problems considered by Tan and Alp (in press), Alp and Tan (2008), and
Yang et al. (2005). Tan and Alp (in press) deal with a similar problem environment where the lead time for capacity acquisitions is neglected
and only the operational decisions are considered. Alp and Tan (2008) extend this analysis by including the tactical level decision of determi-
nation of the permanent capacity level. Both of these studies consider ﬁxed costs that are associated with initiating production as well as
acquiring contingent workers. We ignore such ﬁxed costs in this study and focus on the effects of capacity acquisition lead time. When the
ﬁxed costs are ignored, these two studies reduce to a special case of our work for a capacity acquisition lead time of zero.We refer the reader
to these two studies for analysis of this special case and also for a reviewof the literature onﬂexible capacity and inventorymanagement for all
aspects of the problemother than the capacity acquisition lead time. Yang et al. (2005) dealwith a production/inventory systemunder uncer-
tain permanent capacity levels and the existence of subcontracting opportunities. Subcontracting takes a positive lead time,which is assumed
to be oneperiod longer than or equal to the production lead time and aﬁxed cost is associatedwith subcontracting. The optimal policy on sub-
contracting is shown to be of capacity-dependent (s,S)-type. The authors also show that there is a complementarity condition between slack
capacity and subcontracting: If subcontracting ismore costly than production, no subcontractingwill take place unless production capacity is
fully utilized. There is a major operational difference between this form of subcontracting option and the use of contingent capacity as in our
setting. Subcontracting affects the inventory level directly (any amount subcontracted increases the inventory position with full quantity),
while contingent capacity gives extra ﬂexibility as it allows under-utilization of capacity at the time of production.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present our dynamic programming model in Section 2. The optimal policy and some of
its properties are discussed in Section 3 and our computations that result in managerial insights are presented in Section 4. We summarize
our conclusions and suggest some possible extensions in Section 5.
2. Model formulation
In this section, we present a ﬁnite-horizon dynamic programming model to formulate the problem under consideration. Unmet demand
is assumed to be fully backlogged. The relevant costs in our environment are inventory holding and backorder costs, and the unit cost of
permanent and contingent capacity, all of which are non-negative. There is an inﬁnite supply of contingent capacity, and any number of
contingent workers ordered become available with a given time lag. The notation is introduced as need arises, but we summarize our major
notation in Table 1 for ease of reference.
We consider a production cost component which is a linear function of permanent capacity in order to represent the costs that do not
depend on the production quantity (even when there is no production), such as the salaries of permanent workers. That is, each unit of
permanent capacity costs cp per period, and the total cost of permanent capacity per period is Ucp, for a permanent capacity of size U, inde-
pendent of the production quantity. We do not consider material-related costs in our analysis, but it can easily be extended to accommo-
date this component. In order to synchronize the production quantity with the number of workers, we redeﬁne the ‘‘unit production” as the
number of actual units that an average permanent worker can produce; that is, the production capacity due to U permanent workers is U
‘‘unit”s per period. We also deﬁne unit production cost by contingent workers as cc in the same unit basis. For ease of exposition we con-
sider the productivity rates of contingent and permanent capacity to be the same, but our model can accommodate different productivity
rates as explained in Tan and Alp (in press).
Table 1
Summary of Notation
T Number of periods in the planning horizon
L Lead time for contingent capacity acquisition
cp Unit cost of permanent capacity per period
cc Unit cost of contingent capacity per period
h Inventory holding cost per unit per period
b Penalty cost per unit of backorder per period
a Discounting factor ð0 < a 6 1Þ
Wt Random variable denoting the demand in period t
GtðwÞ Distribution function of Wt
gtðwÞ Probability density function of Wt
U Size of the permanent capacity
xt Inventory position at the beginning of period t before ordering
yt Inventory position in period t after ordering
ht Contingent capacity available in period t (that is ordered in period t  L)
ht
ðht ; htþ1; . . . ; htþL2; htþL1Þ if 0 < t 6 T  L
ðht ; htþ1; . . . ; hT1; hT Þ if T  Lþ 1 6 t 6 T
0 if t ¼ T þ 1
8<:
ftðxt ; ht ;UÞ Minimum total expected cost of operating the system in periods t; t þ 1; . . . ; T , given the system state ðxt ; ht ;UÞ
Jtðyt ; htþ1;UÞ Cost-to-go function of period t excluding the period’s capacity-related costs, given the system state ðyt ; htþ1;UÞ
st Slack capacity in period t, after production
 Optimal solution
^ Unconstrained optimum
yt Optimal inventory position after ordering in period t subject to htþL ¼ 0
hAtþL Optimal contingent capacity ordered in period t subject to yt ¼ xt
hBtþL Optimal contingent capacity ordered in period t subject to yt ¼ xt þ ht þ U
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current period, as long as there are at least L periods before the end of planning horizon. If ht contingent workers are ordered in period
t  L then that many workers become available in period t at a total cost of ccht which is charged when they become available. There
could be situations where modiﬁcations on pipeline of contingent workers are possible, however this was not the case in the appli-
cations we were involved with and we do not consider such ﬂexibility in our model. In other words, we do not allow for cancellations
of the previously ordered capacity or a carry-over of the currently available contingent capacity without prior notice. For example,
when the capacity ﬂexibility is by means of overtime, the workers need to be timely informed about overtime production in each
and every occasion. Similarly, when the capacity ﬂexibility is by means of temporary labor, the labor supply agencies need to plan
where the workers will be sent, and in case the current employee of a given temporary worker wants to extend the employment
of the worker for one more period without any prior notice, that may contradict the planned new employment of the temporary work-
er. In any period t 6 T  L, we keep a vector ht ¼ ðht ; htþ1; . . . ; htþL1Þ which consists of the number of contingent workers that are or-
dered in periods t  L; t  Lþ 1; . . . ; t  1. In the next period, the vector htþ1 consists of the information on the hired contingent workers
available in periods t þ 1; t þ 2; . . . ; t þ L 1, carried from the vector ht , as well as the decision made for period t þ L, htþL, in period t.
Since no contingent workers are ordered after period T  L, ht ¼ ðht ; htþ1; . . . ; hT1; hTÞ for T  Lþ 1 6 t 6 T and hTþ1 :¼ 0. The size of the
permanent workforce, U, is determined only at the beginning of the ﬁrst period, and it is considered to be ﬁxed during the whole
planning horizon.
The order of events in a period is as follows. At the beginning of period t, the initial inventory level, xt is observed, and the number of
previously ordered contingent workers, ht , become available. The total amount of capacity in period t becomes U þ ht , which is the upper
limit on the production quantity of this period. Then, the operational decisions, i.e. the production decision given the available capacity and
the decision on the number of contingent workers to be available in period t þ L, are made. According to the production decision, the inven-
tory level is raised to yt 6 xt þ U þ ht . We note that the optimal production quantity ðyt  xtÞmay result in partial utilization of the available
capacity, which is already paid for. At the end of period t, the realized demand wt is met/backlogged, resulting in a starting inventory for
period t þ 1, xtþ1 ¼ yt wt . The vector htþ1 is constructed as explained above. We assume the demand to be independently but not neces-
sarily identically distributed, and we denote the random variable corresponding to the demand in period t as Wt and its distribution func-
tion as Gt . Finally, denoting the minimum cost of operating the system from the beginning of period t until the end of the planning horizon
as ftðxt; ht ;UÞ, we use the following dynamic programming formulation to solve the problem of integrated Capacity and Inventory Manage-
ment with Capacity Acquisition Lead Times (CILT):ftðxt ; ht ;UÞ ¼ Ucp þ htcc þ
minyt2½xt ;xtþhtþUfLtðytÞ þ aE½ftþ1ðyt Wt ; htþ1;UÞg if T  Lþ 1 6 t 6 T;
minhtþLP0;yt2 xt ;xtþhtþU½ fLtðytÞ þ aE½ftþ1ðyt Wt ; htþ1;UÞg if 1 6 t 6 T  L;
(
f0ðx1Þ ¼minUP0;h1P0f1ðx1; h1;UÞwhere fTþ1ðÞ  0, 0 6 L 6 T and LtðzÞ ¼ h
R z
0 ðz xÞdGtðxÞ þ b
R1
z ðx zÞdGtðxÞ.
We note that the number of contingent workers hired before the planning horizon begins, h1 ¼ ðh1; h2; . . . ; hLÞ, is also optimized in the
above formulation, assuming that those decisions are made in advance in an optimal manner. Nevertheless, all of our analytical results
would hold for any given h1 as well.
When capacity acquisition lead time is zero ðL ¼ 0Þ, the minimization operator, minhtþLP0;yt2½xt ;xtþhtþU is to be read as minhtP0
minyt2½xt ;xtþhtþU, the cost htcc gets inside the minimization, and h
t disappears from the state space. Tan and Alp (in press) show that this
two-dimensional minimization can be reduced to a single-dimensional one.
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In this section, we ﬁrst characterize the optimal solution to the problem that is modeled in Section 2. Then, we introduce some prop-
erties of the optimal solution, including those that regard the utilization of the available capacity.
Let Jt denote the cost-to-go function of period t excluding the period’s capacity-related costs; Jtðyt ; htþ1;UÞ ¼LtðytÞ þ aE½ftþ1ðyt
Wt ; h
tþ1;UÞ. Accordingly, ftðxt ; ht ;UÞ can be rewritten asftðxt ; ht ;UÞ ¼ Ucp þ htcc þ
minyt2½xt ;xtþhtþUJtðyt; htþ1;UÞ if T  Lþ 1 6 t 6 T;
minhtþLP0;yt2½xt ;xtþhtþUJtðyt; htþ1;UÞ if 1 6 t 6 T  L:
(Let ðy^t; h^tþLÞ be the unconstrained minimizer of the function JtðÞ for given state variables htþ1; . . . ; htþL1, and U. We use the following deﬁ-
nitions in our further discussion for t 2 f1; . . . ; T  Lg:
yt :¼ argminyt2½xt ;xtþhtþU;htþL¼0Jtðyt ; htþ1;UÞ,
hAtþL :¼ argminhtþLP0Jtðxt ; htþ1;UÞ, and
hBtþL :¼ argminhtþLP0Jtðxt þ ht þ U; htþ1;UÞ.
Let ðyt ; htþLÞ be the aggregate optimal production and contingent capacity hiring decision in period t given that the state variables are xt ,
ht and U.
3.1. Optimal policy characterization
The optimal decisions at any period t (inventory level after production, yt , and number of contingent workers hired, htþL) are made by
minimizing the function Jt over the feasible region. First, we characterize the solution of CILT in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. The following hold for any capacity acquisition lead time L ¼ 0;1;2; . . . T  1.
(a) For any period t ð1 6 t 6 TÞ, ft and Jt are (jointly) convex functions.
(b) For any period t such that 1 6 t 6 T  L, the optimal production and contingent capacity ordering policy is given byðyt ; htþLÞ ¼
ðy^t ; h^tþLÞ if y^t 2 ½xt ; xt þ ht þ U; h^tþL P 0;
ðxt ; hAtþLÞ if y^t < xt; h^tþL P 0;
ðxt þ ht þ U; hBtþLÞ if y^t > xt þ ht þ U; h^tþL P 0;
ðyt ;0Þ if y^t 2 ½xt ; xt þ ht þ U; h^tþL < 0;
ðyt ; hAtþLÞ : ðyt  xtÞhAtþL ¼ 0 if y^t < xt; h^tþL < 0;
ðyt ; hBtþLÞ : ðyt  xt  ht  UÞhBtþL ¼ 0 if y^t > xt þ ht þ U; h^tþL < 0:
8>>>>><>>>>>:
Proof. See Appendix. h
The convexity of Jt as stated in part (a) implies that the production quantity should bring the inventory level to the base-stock level
y^tðht ; htþL;UÞ for a given htþL – where y^tðht ; htþL;UÞ is the minimizer of Jt for a given ðht; htþL;UÞ – as long as the base-stock level is in the
interval ½xt ; xt þ ht þ U. Otherwise, yt ¼ xt if the base-stock level is less than xt , meaning that no production should take place, and
yt ¼ xt þ ht þ U if the base-stock level is greater than xt þ ht þ U, meaning that all of the available capacity (permanent and contingent)
should be utilized. With respect to the contingent capacity ordering decision, htþL ¼ h^tþLðyt ; ht ;UÞ for any given yt – where h^tþLðyt ; ht ;UÞ
is the minimizer of Jt for a given ðyt ; ht ;UÞ – as long as h^tþLðyt ; ht ;UÞP 0. Otherwise, no contingent capacity should be ordered. We also note
that for periods T  Lþ 1 to T, the optimal level of inventory after production is given by a state-dependent base-stock policy, due to con-
vexity of Jt . Part (b) of Theorem 1 characterizes the optimal integrated production and contingent capacity ordering decisions in terms of
the unconstrained minimizer and yt ; hAtþL, and h
B
tþL, which are the minimizers on the borders of the feasible domain
ðhtþL P 0; yt 2 ½xt ; xt þ ht þ UÞ. The ﬁrst case corresponds to the situation where the unconstrained minimizer falls in the feasible region,
and hence the unconstrained minimizer is the optimal solution. In the latter ﬁve cases the unconstrained minimizer is outside the feasible
region, where the optimal solution is then on the boundary of the feasible region, due to convexity of Jt . The last two cases further char-
acterize the optimal solution by imposing a condition (that we refer to as ‘‘complementary slackness property” in Section 3.2) when neither
y^t nor h^tþL is within its feasible interval. Finally, part (a) also states that the recursive minimum expected cost function of the dynamic pro-
gramming formulation, ftðxt; ht;UÞ is convex. Therefore, ﬁnding the optimal permanent capacity level, U is a convex optimization problem.
Remark 1. If cc < cp, then U ¼ 0.
Remark 1 holds due to the fact that any solution with U > 0 would be dominated by the solution that has U ¼ 0 and ht ¼ U for all t.
In what follows we utilize the notion of supermodularity and submodularity to show properties on the pairwise relations of the
variables and parameters in our model, which is a notion employed in economic theory often to explore economic complements and
substitutes. A function which is supermodular (submodular) on two arguments implies that more of one of the arguments induces less
(more) of the other (Porteus, 2002). In particular, Theorem 2 identiﬁes such relations in our problem environment between contingent
capacity ordered, inventory position, permanent capacity, and demand.
Theorem 2. For any period t ð1 6 t 6 TÞ, and capacity acquisition lead time L ¼ 1;2; . . . ; T  1, the following hold:
(a) ftðxt ; ht ;UÞ and Jtðyt ; htþ1;UÞ are supermodular functions.
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chastic dominance as partial order, ðhtþ1;UÞ 2 RLþ1, on which the product order is the partial order.Proof. See Appendix. h
Supermodularity of Jtðyt ; htþ1;UÞ implies, for example, that yt and htþ1 are economic substitutes: in any element we increase in htþ1, the
optimal yt is non-increasing. Naturally, it implies as well that substitution holds between yt and U, any element of h
tþ1 and U, or any two
elements of htþ1. Supermodularity of ftðxt ; ht ;UÞ allows similar interpretation as that of Jtðyt ; htþ1;UÞ: the inventory, the pipeline contingent
capacity and the permanent capacity are economic substitutes. For example, a higher starting inventory eliminates the necessity for a high-
er permanent capacity.
Submodularity of the function Jt in ðWt ; htþLÞ given in part (b) indicates thatWt and htþL are economic complements. That is to say, sto-
chastically larger demand distributions lead to hiring more contingent capacity. A similar relation also exists betweenWt and yt . Note that
the sub- and supermodularity results in Theorem 2 do not apply only to optimal decisions. For example, supermodularity of Jt in yt and htþL
implies that the marginal cost of increasing yt increases in htþL. The reader is referred to Porteus (2002) and Topkis (1998) for further details
on sub- and supermodular functions, and Puterman (1994) for partial ordering of random variables.
The following corollary to the second part of Theorem 2(a) helps to reduce the search space by providing bounds on the decision vari-
ables yt and htþL, using the fact that they are economic substitutes.
Corollary 1. For any period t ð1 6 t 6 T  LÞ, the (constrained) optimal solution of Jt is in the domain fðyt; htþLÞ : yt 2 ½xt; yt ; htþL 2 ½hBtþL; hAtþLg.3.2. Complementary slackness
In our model, we have two decision variables to be determined in every period: the inventory level after production and the contingent
capacity ordered that will arrive L periods later. The former decision variable is bounded from above by the maximum amount of capacity
available (the permanent capacity level plus the contingent capacity that was ordered L periods ago) whereas the latter decision variable is
only constrained to be non-negative. Let st denote the slack capacity in period t after the production decision is implemented,
st ¼ xt þ U þ ht  yt . We deﬁne the complementary slackness property as follows:
Deﬁnition 1. For any period t, there exists a Complementary Slackness Property (CSP) between slack capacity, st , and contingent capacity
ordered, htþL, only if sthtþL ¼ 0.
If a solution does not satisfy CSP, a positive contingent capacity is ordered for future use, while the current capacity which has already
been paid for is not fully utilized. If such a solution is optimal then ordering contingent capacity to be available L periods later is preferred
to utilizing currently available capacity fully which might lead to carrying inventory. In case the optimal solution is known to satisfy CSP,
this helps not only to further characterize the optimal solution, but also to simplify the solution of CILT. In particular, whenever the optimal
solution satisﬁes CSP, the problem reduces to one-dimensional optimization problems. In what follows, we present some special cases
where the optimal solution satisﬁes CSP.
For the special case where the demand is deterministic, it is straightforward to show that the optimal solution satisﬁes CSP ifPL1
i¼0 a
ih < aLcc. This condition simply implies that it is less costly to carry inventory than to order contingent capacity, which assures that
contingent capacity is never ordered unless available capacity is fully utilized.
Theorem 3. When L ¼ 1, the optimal solution satisﬁes CSP in the following cases:
(a) In the inﬁnite-horizon problem with stationary and positive demand ðT !1;Wt W > 0Þ, when h < acc.
(b) In the two-period problem, when hð1þ aÞ < acc.Proof. See Appendix. h
Note that for the special case of L ¼ 1, Theorem 3 is valid under reasonable cost parameter settings. Moreover, part (a) is valid for inﬁ-
nite-horizon and part (b) is valid for any demand distribution. Nevertheless, while an optimal solution which does not satisfy CSP might
seem to be counter-intuitive, it turns out that in some cases this is true, as we illustrate in the following examples where CSP does not hold
in the optimal solution.
Example 1. For T ¼ 15, L ¼ 2, h ¼ 1, b ¼ 5, cp ¼ 2:4, cc ¼ 3:2, a ¼ 1, U ¼ 10, x1 ¼ 0, h1 P 0, and h2 P 0, consider the following demand
stream: PðW1 ¼ 0Þ ¼ 1, PðW2 ¼ 30Þ ¼ 0:4, PðW2 ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0:6, PðW3 ¼ . . . ¼W11 ¼ 0Þ ¼ 1 and PðW12 ¼    ¼W15 ¼ 10Þ ¼ 1. The optimal
decision is ðy1; h3Þ ¼ ð0;10Þ. That is, 10 units of contingent capacity is ordered while the available capacity is not fully utilized which
violates CSP. The intuition behind this solution is as follows: Because the uncertainty will be resolved in period 2, any production before
that may result in holding inventory for a number of periods. On the other hand, if the production capacity in period 3 is not increased –
which requires requesting 2 periods in advance – there may be high backordering costs in case positive demand in period 2 is materialized.
Example 2. For T ¼ 2, L ¼ 1, h ¼ 2:98, b ¼ 5, cp ¼ 2:5, cc ¼ 3, a ¼ 0:99, U ¼ 6, x1 ¼ 0, and h1 ¼ 0, let the demand follow normal distribution
with E½W1 ¼ 3, Var½W1 ¼ 0:36, and E½W2 ¼ 21, Var½W2 ¼ 17:64 (both yielding coefﬁcient of variation = 0.2). In this case,
ðy1; h2Þ ¼ ð4:8;10:4Þ, violating CSP.4. Numerical results and discussion
The main goal of this section is to gain insights on how the value of ﬂexible capacity and the optimal permanent capacity levels change
as the following system parameters change: capacity acquisition lead time, unit cost of contingent capacity, backorder cost, and the
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parameters, unless otherwise noted: T ¼ 12, b ¼ 10, h ¼ 1, cc ¼ 3, cp ¼ 2:5, a ¼ 0:99, and x1 ¼ 0. We consider Normal demand with a coef-
ﬁcient of variation ðCVÞ of 0.2 that follows a seasonal pattern with a cycle of 4 periods, where the expected demand is 10, 15, 10, and 5,
respectively. Recall that the values of the pipeline of contingent capacity at the beginning of the ﬁrst period are optimized in CILT, and
accordingly the results containing different lead times are comparable.
Solution of CILT in a Pentium 4 with a 2.79 GHz CPU and 1 Gb RAM for the parameter set given above took less than 1 s for L < 3 and 14 s
for L ¼ 3. For longer lead times, the curse of dimensionality prevails and computational limitations become prohibitive.
In the results that we present, we use the term ‘‘increasing” (‘‘decreasing”) in the weak sense to mean ‘‘non-decreasing” (‘‘non-increas-
ing”). We provide intuitive explanations to all of our results below and our ﬁndings are veriﬁed in several numerical studies. However, like
all experimental results, one should be careful in generalizing them, especially for extreme values of problem parameters.
4.1. Value of ﬂexible capacity
The option of utilizing contingent capacity provides additional ﬂexibility to the system and leads to reduction of the total costs, even
though there is a certain lead time associated with it. We measure the magnitude of cost reduction in order to gain insight on the value
of ﬂexible capacity. We compare a ﬂexible capacity (FC) system with an inﬂexible one (IC), where the contingent capacity can be utilized in
the former but not in the latter. We deﬁne the absolute value of ﬂexible capacity, VFC, as the difference between the optimal expected total
cost of operating the IC system, ETCIC, and that of the FC system, ETCFC. That is, VFC ¼ ETCIC  ETCFC. We also deﬁne the (relative) value of
ﬂexible capacity as the relative potential cost savings due to utilizing the ﬂexible capacity. That is, %VFC ¼ 100  VFC=ETCIC. We note that
both VFC and %VFC are always non-negative. We also note that the permanent capacity levels are optimized in both systems separately to
ensure that the differences are not caused by the insufﬁciency of permanent capacity in the inﬂexible system.
We ﬁrst test the value of ﬂexibility with respect to the backorder and contingent capacity costs under different capacity acquisition lead
times, by varying the value of one of the parameters while keeping the rest ﬁxed. We present the results in Table 2, which veriﬁes intuition
in the sense that %VFC is higher when capacity acquisition lead time is shorter. These results also generalize the ﬁndings of Tan and Alp (in
press) for L ¼ 0 to the case of positive capacity acquisition lead times, such that %VFC is higher when contingent capacity cost is lower or
backorders are more costly (equivalently, when a higher service level is targeted).
We note that, although %VFC decreases with an increasing lead time, the marginal decrease appears to be decreasing as L increases.
Besides, we also observe that %VFC with higher lead times persists to be comparable with %VFC with lower lead times, meaning that ﬂex-
ibility is still valuable even when the capacity acquisition lead time is relatively long.
We also analyze the relation between the value of ﬂexible capacity and the demand variability. The results presented by Alp and Tan
(2008) indicate that the value of ﬂexibility is not necessarily monotonic (i.e. it does not increase or decrease consistently) as the demand
variability increases for the case where the lead time is zero. We ﬁnd out that this continues to be true for the case where the lead time is
strictly positive. The explanation is that the system has the ability to adapt itself to changes in coefﬁcient of variation, CV, by optimizing the
permanent capacity level accordingly. Nevertheless, for increasing values of the contingent capacity acquisition lead time we observe that
the value of ﬂexibility generally decreases when the demand variability increases as is the case in Fig. 1. A longer capacity acquisition lead
time deteriorates the effectiveness of capacity ﬂexibility. This effect is ampliﬁed in case of higher demand variability. In other words, since
the capacity needs are more predictable for lower demand variability, use of contingent capacity – which has to be ordered one lead time
ahead – becomes more effective as compared to the high variability case. This also explains why the decrease in the value of ﬂexibility as
lead time increases is steeper when the variability is higher.
4.2. Optimal level of permanent capacity
In this section, we investigate how the optimal level of permanent capacity changes as the problem parameters change. We present the
data regarding some of our results in Table 3. We ﬁrst note that the optimal permanent capacity decreases as the contingent capacity acqui-
sition lead time decreases, in all of the cases that we consider. That is, since the decreased lead time makes the capacity ﬂexibility a more
powerful tool, it decreases the required level of permanent capacity. When cc and L are small enough, the beneﬁts of capacity ﬂexibility
becomes so prevalent that, even when cc > cp the optimal permanent capacity level may turn out to be zero. We also note that the ﬁndingsTable 2
%VFC as L, cc, and b change
L %VFC
0 1 2 3
cc
1.0 63.35 58.94 57.63 57.36
2.0 36.35 31.50 28.34 27.18
2.5 22.87 17.90 14.57 12.71
3.0 14.91 10.30 8.55 7.50
3.5 11.10 7.26 6.27 5.61
4.0 8.92 5.58 4.91 4.21
5.0 6.02 3.18 2.98 2.74
8.0 1.75 0.42 0.37 0.34
b
5 11.79 7.91 6.49 5.54
10 14.91 10.30 8.55 7.50
20 17.50 12.22 10.22 9.07
50 20.51 14.63 12.31 11.09
250 24.82 18.06 15.49 14.22
510
15
20
0 1 2 3
L
%
VF
C
deterministic
normal, CV=0.1
normal, CV=0.2
normal, CV=0.3
Fig. 1. %VFC as a function of L for different demand streams.
Table 3
U as a function of the lead time, L, for varied cc, b and demand distribution streams
L 0 1 2 3
cc U
 for b ¼ 10
2.5 0 0 0 0
2.51 0 0 2 3
2.6 3 3 4 6
3.0 7 7 8 9
3.5 8 9 10 10
4.0 9 10 10 10
5.0 10 11 11 11
8.0 11 12 12 12
Demand U for b ¼ 10
Deterministic 7 7 7 7
Normal, CV = 0.1 7 8 8 8
Normal, CV = 0.2 7 7 8 9
Normal, CV = 0.3 6 7 9 9
Demand U for b ¼ 50
Deterministic 7 7 7 7
Normal, CV = 0.1 7 7 7 8
Normal, CV = 0.2 6 7 8 9
Normal, CV = 0.3 5 6 8 9
G. Mincsovics et al. / European Journal of Operational Research 196 (2009) 949–958 955of Alp and Tan (2008) for the case of L ¼ 0, which state that the optimal permanent capacity level decreases as contingent capacity cost
decreases or backorder cost increases, also hold for positive capacity acquisition lead times.
Similar to the value of ﬂexibility, we observe that the optimal permanent capacity level is not necessarily monotonic in demand vari-
ability. Nevertheless, for longer capacity acquisition lead times or higher costs of contingent capacity, optimal permanent capacity level in
general increases as demand variability increases. On the contrary, for shorter capacity acquisition lead times and lower costs of contingent
capacity, optimal permanent capacity level in general decreases as demand variability increases.
5. Conclusions and future research
In this paper, the integrated problem of inventory and ﬂexible capacity management under non-stationary stochastic demand is con-
sidered, when lead time is present for ﬂexible capacity acquisition. Permanent productive resources may be increased temporarily by hir-
ing contingent capacity in every period, where this capacity acquisition decision becomes effective with a given time lag. Other than the
operational level decisions (related to the production and capacity acquisition levels), we also keep the permanent capacity level as a tac-
tical decision variable which is to be determined at the beginning of a ﬁnite planning horizon. We provide insights on the effects of capacity
acquisition lead time.
We ﬁrst prove that all of the decision making functions under consideration are convex. This result helps us to provide an optimal policy
for the operational decisions and to ﬁnd the optimal permanent capacity level. Moreover, we prove that the inventory (either before or
after production), the pipeline contingent capacity, the contingent capacity to be ordered, and the permanent capacity are economic sub-
stitutes. We also show that the stochastic demand variable and the optimal contingent capacity acquisition decisions are economic com-
plements; for stochastically larger demand streams, we observe higher contingent capacity levels in optimality. A similar interpretation is
also true for stochastically larger demand streams and the optimal inventory levels obtained after production.
956 G. Mincsovics et al. / European Journal of Operational Research 196 (2009) 949–958A policy that might seem to be optimal is never to order contingent capacity unless the permanent capacity is fully utilized, which we
refer to as complimentary slackness property (CSP). We show through numerical examples that an optimal solution does not necessarily
satisfy CSP. We also provide some cases where the optimal solution is assured to satisfy CSP.
By making use of our model, we develop some managerial insights. First of all, the value of ﬂexibility naturally decreases with an
increasing lead time. Consequently, there is a value in trying to decrease capacity acquisition lead time in the system through means such
as negotiating with the external labor supply agency or forming a contingent labor pool perhaps within different organizations of the same
company. This especially holds when the demand is highly variable. Nevertheless, the value of ﬂexibility remains considerable even when
the capacity acquisition lead time is relatively long. Therefore, the existence of a lead time in acquiring contingent capacity should not dis-
courage the production company frommaking use of capacity ﬂexibility, especially if the demand variability is not very high. Consequently,
the managers should invest in higher levels of permanent capacity when capacity acquisition lead time and demand variability are high,
and it is not wise to do so when the contingent capacity is a more ‘‘effective” tool in the sense that capacity acquisition lead time is short
and the demand variability is high.
This research may be extended in several ways. Introducing an uncertainty on the permanent and contingent capacity levels would en-
rich the model (see Pac et al., in press, for the analysis of capacity uncertainty in a zero lead time environment). For example, the supply of
contingent capacity may be certain for larger lead times whereas it may be subject to an uncertainty for shorter lead times. Some other
extension possibilities include considering the ﬁxed costs for production and/or acquisition of contingent capacity, including expansion
and contraction decisions for the permanent capacity, considering alternative resources of capacity ﬂexibility, considering the possibility
to carry-over the contingent capacity and cancel previously ordered capacity, and developing efﬁcient heuristic methods for the problem.
Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1. We prove part (a) by induction. Note that fTþ1ðÞ ¼ 0 and is convex. Assume that ftþ1ðÞ is also convex. The function
Jtðyt ; htþ1;UÞ ¼ LtðytÞ þ aE½ftþ1ðyt Wt ; htþ1;UÞ is convex because (i) LtðytÞ is a convex function, (ii) E½ftþ1ðyt Wt ; htþ1;UÞ is convex by the
convexity preservation of the expected value operator (see Appendix A.5 in Bertsekas (1976)), and (iii) the convexity preservation of the
linear combination with non-negative weights. Then note that the following minimization operators preserve the convexity of J.gðx; h;UÞ ¼ min
y2½x;xþhþU
Jðy;UÞ;
hðx; h;UÞ ¼ min
y2½x;xþhþU
dP0
Jðy; d;UÞ:From Proposition B-4 of Heyman and Sobel (2004), coupled with the convexity preservation of afﬁne mappings (see Hiriart-Urruty and
Lemaréchal, 1993) it follows that the resulting g and h functions are convex when J is convex. Finally,ftðxt ; ht ;UÞ ¼ Ucp þ htcc þ
gðxt ; h;UÞ for T  Lþ 1 6 t 6 T;
hðxt ; h;UÞ for 1 6 t 6 T  L

is convex, which completes the proof of part (a).
Part (a) implies directly part (b). h
Preliminaries to Proof of Theorem 2: We start with two lemmas that will help us with the proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 1. For any cost parameters, the newsboy function (loss function)LðW; yÞ ¼ h
Z y
1
ðywÞdFWðwÞ þ b
Z 1
y
ðw yÞdFWðwÞis submodular with y 2 R (real) and W 2 D, where D is the poset of random variables with the ﬁrst order stochastic dominance ðÞ as partial order.
Proof. We need to show that LðW; yÞ is submodular; that is LðW; yÞ þ LðWþ; yþÞ 6 LðWþ; yÞ þ LðW; yþÞ for all W;Wþ 2 D and
y; yþ 2 R, for which W Wþ and y 6 yþ.We denote the cumulative distribution functions of W and Wþ by F and Fþ, respectively.
Then by the deﬁnition of stochastic dominance, ifW Wþ then we have FðwÞP FþðwÞ for allw 2 R. In the ﬁrst step, we split integration
intervals in LðW; yþÞ and LðW; yÞ by y and yþ.LðW; yþÞ ¼ h
Z y
1
ðyþ wÞdFW ðwÞ þ h
Z yþ
y
ðyþ wÞdFWðwÞ þ b
Z 1
yþ
ðw yþÞdFWðwÞ;
LðW; yÞ ¼ h
Z y
1
ðy wÞdFW ðwÞ þ b
Z yþ
y
ðw yÞdFWðwÞ þ b
Z 1
yþ
ðw yÞdFWðwÞ:We denote the difference of the above standing two terms by DðWÞ. One can show with the help of partial integration that
DðWÞ :¼ LðW; yþÞ  LðW; yÞ ¼ ðhþ bÞ R yþy FWðwÞdw holds.
In the ﬁnal step, we subtract DðWþÞ from DðWÞ and use the ﬁrst order stochastic dominance ofWþ over W, meaning FðwÞP FþðwÞ
for all w 2 R.DðWþÞ  DðWÞ ¼ ½LðWþ; yþÞ  LðWþ; yÞ  ½LðW; yþÞ  LðW; yÞ ¼ ðhþ bÞ
Z yþ
y
ðFþðwÞ  FðwÞÞdw 6 0:This completes the proof. h
Lemma 2. Convex minimization operators resulting in supermodular functions.
Assume that y, x, h, c are real numbers, z is a real vector, and g is a real valued function.
G. Mincsovics et al. / European Journal of Operational Research 196 (2009) 949–958 957(a) If gðyÞ is convex then Hðx; hÞ :¼miny2½x;xþhþcgðyÞ is supermodular ðhP 0; cP 0Þ.
(b) If gðy; zÞ is supermodular, then Hðx; zÞ ¼miny2½x;xþcgðy; zÞ is supermodular ðcP 0Þ.
(c) If gðy; zÞ is supermodular, then Hðh; zÞ ¼miny2½x;xþcþhgðy; zÞ is supermodular ðhP 0; c P 0Þ.Proof. Proof of part (a): We deﬁne the global optimum point as y^ :¼miny2RgðyÞ 2 R [ f1;þ1g. For supermodularity, we aim to show for
all x 6 xþ; h 6 hþ thatHðxþ; hÞ þ Hðx; hþÞ 6 Hðx; hÞ þ Hðxþ; hþÞ:The domain of Hðx; hÞ can be divided into three parts.Hðx; hÞ ¼
gðxÞ increasing in x; if y^ 6 x
gðy^Þ constant; if y^ c 6 xþ h and x 6 y^
gðxþ hþ cÞ decreasing in xþ h; if xþ h 6 y^ c:
8><>:
We can observe that Hðx; hþÞ 6 Hðx; hÞ holds for all x; h; hþ, when h 6 hþ. We distinguish two cases by where xþ is situated:
When xþ P y^ c, then Hðxþ; hÞ ¼ Hðxþ; hþÞ holds, which implies that supermodularity inequality holds.
When xþ 6 y^ c, then we can deﬁne a function with a single variable hðxþ hÞ :¼ Hðx; hÞwhich is convex (as discussed in Theorem 1(a)).
Note that a function ðHÞ is supermodular if it is deﬁned as a single argument convex function ðhÞ at its arguments’ non-negative linear
combination, due to Lemma 2.6.2.a in Topkis (1998). This completes the proof.
Proof of part (b): We introduce yA :¼ argminy2½x ;xþcgðy; zÞ and yB :¼ argminy2½xþ ;xþþcgðy; zþÞ with x 6 xþ and z 6 zþ. Now we can
express Hðx; zÞ and Hðxþ; zþÞ as gðyA; zÞ and gðyB; zþÞ, respectively. Furthermore, Hðx; zþÞ 6 gðyA; zþÞ and Hðxþ; zÞ 6 þgðyB; zÞ holds
because yA 2 ½x; x þ c and yB 2 ½xþ; xþ þ c.
If yA 6 yB, then by supermodularity of g, we have
Hðx; zþÞ þ Hðxþ; zÞ 6 gðyA; zþÞ þ gðyB; zÞ 6 gðyA; zÞ þ gðyB; zþÞ ¼ Hðx; zÞ þ Hðxþ; zþÞ from which supermodularity of H follows.
If yB 6 yA, then both yA and yB are in the ½xþ; x þ c interval, which imply Hðxþ; zÞ 6 gðyA; zÞ and Hðx; zþÞ 6 gðyB; zþÞ. Therefore,
Hðxþ; zÞ þ Hðx; zþÞ 6 gðyA; zÞ þ gðyB; zþÞ ¼ Hðx; zÞ þ Hðxþ; zþÞ from which supermodularity of H follows.
Proof of part (c): We introduce y :¼ argminy2½x;xþcþhgðy; zÞ and yþ :¼ argminy2½x;xþcþhþgðy; zÞ, for which y 6 yþ obviously holds.
By supermodularity of gðy; zÞ, we have
Hðh; zÞ þ Hðhþ; zþÞ ¼ gðy; zÞ þ gðyþ; zþÞP gðyþ; zÞ þ gðy; zþÞ ¼ Hðhþ; zÞ þ Hðh; zþÞ implying the supermodularity of Hðh; zÞ. h
Proof of Theorem 2. Proof of part (a) is by induction. The base step consists of the following substeps:
fTþ1  0 and JTðyT ;UÞ ¼LTðyTÞ þ fTþ1 are obviously supermodular.minyT2½xT ;xTþhTþULTðyTÞ is supermodular in ðxT ; hT ;UÞ by Lemma 2(a).
Finally, fTðxT ; hT ;UÞ ¼ Ucp þ hTcc þminyT2½xT ;xTþhTþULTðyTÞ and JT1ðyT1; hT ;UÞ ¼LT1ðyT1Þ þ aE½fTðyT1 WT1; hT ;UÞ are supermodular
because of the supermodularity preservation of the non-negative linear combination and limit operators (see Lemma 2.6.1 and Corollary
2.6.2 in Topkis (1998)).
The general inductive step includes substeps as in the base step, and one additional substep. That is to provemin
yt2½xt ;xtþhtþU
Jtðyt ; htþ1;UÞ is supermodular in ðxt ; ht ;UÞ with ht ¼ ðht ; htþ1; . . . ; hT1; hTÞ; if T < t þ L;
min
yt2½xt ;xtþhtþU;htþLP0
Jtðyt ; htþ1;UÞ is supermodular in ðxt ; ht ;UÞ with ht ¼ ðht ; htþ1; . . . ; htþL1; htþLÞ; if t þ L 6 T
8><>:
given that Jtðyt; htþ1;UÞ is supermodular and convex in ðyt; htþ1;UÞ. The ﬁrst branch follows directly from Lemma 2, the second branch follows
from the supermodularity preservation of the projection operator (see Topkis, 1998), additionally.
Proof of part (b), ﬁrst statement: From part (a), we have ftþ1ðxtþ1; htþ1;UÞ being supermodular. By the deﬁnition of supermodularity, for
x 6 xþ; z 6 zþ we haveftþ1ðxþ; zÞ þ ftþ1ðx; zþÞ 6 ftþ1ðx; zÞ þ ftþ1ðxþ; zþÞ;where z ¼ ðht ; . . . ; hminftþL;Tg;UÞ are vectors such that ht 6 hþt ; . . . ; hminftþL;Tg 6 hþminftþL;Tg, and U 6 Uþ.
We introduce new variables w :¼ y xþ, wþ :¼ y x with an arbitrary y. For w 6 wþ; z 6 zþ we have ftþ1ðyw; zÞ þ ftþ1
ðywþ; zþÞ 6 ftþ1ðywþ; zÞ þ ftþ1ðyw; zþÞ for all y. This means that Htðw; zÞ :¼ ftþ1ðyw; zÞ is submodular for all t. By submodularity
preservation of the expected value and the non-negative linear combination operators (see Topkis, 1998), Jt ¼LtðytÞ þ aE½HtðWt ; ðhtþ1;UÞÞ
is also submodular in ðWt ; ðhtþ1;UÞÞ.
Proof of part (b), second statement: We denote the ﬁrst order stochastic dominance by . Since ftþ1ðxtþ1; htþ1Þ is convex for all t, we have
HtðxÞ :¼ ftþ1ðx; htþ1Þ convex for all t. Ht ðw; yÞ :¼ HtðywÞ is also submodular in ðw; yÞ for all t (due to Lemma 2.6.2.b in Topkis, 1998).
We introduce QðwÞ :¼ Ht ðw; yÞ  Ht ðw; yþÞ with some y 6 yþ. Because Ht ðw; yÞ is submodular, it has non-increasing differences (see
Theorem 2.6.1 in Topkis (1998)), so QðwÞ is non-increasing. Therefore, for any W Wþ, we have QðWþÞ  QðWÞ implying
E½QðWþÞ 6 E½QðWÞ, as well (see Proposition 4.1.1 and Lemma 4.7.2 in Puterman, 1994). The latter expression means that
E½Ht ðWt ; ytÞ has non-increasing differences, which is equivalent with its submodularity in ðWt ; ytÞ.
Finally, Jt ¼LðWt; ytÞ þ aE½Ht ðWt ; ytÞ is submodular in ðWt ; ytÞ because of Lemma 1 and the submodularity preservation of the non-
negative linear combination operator (see Corollary 2.7.2 in Topkis, 1998). h
Proof of Theorem 3.We prove the ﬁrst statement indirectly. The limiting ðy1; h2Þ for T !1 exist because of the discountedness (see Puter-
man, 1994), and y1 ¼ y^1 holds. LetWmin > 0 be the smallest possible realization ofW. Assume, that ðy1; h2Þ does not satisfy the complemen-
tary slackness property. We can deﬁne another feasible strategy ðy1; h2Þ such that y1 :¼ y1 þ e and h2 :¼ h2  e with
e :¼minfWmin2 ; x1 þ h1 þ U  y1; h2g > 0. We study the cost difference DJ1 between the two strategiesDJ1 :¼ J1ðy1; h2;UÞ  J1ðy1; h2;UÞ ¼ Pr½y^1 2 ½x2 þ e;1ÞðLðy1Þ Lðy1Þ þ acceÞ þ Pr½y^1 2 ½x2; x2 þ eÞC1 þ Pr½y^1 2 ð1; x2ÞC2
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the same sample paths from the second period on, while none of the latter two terms are possible, as 0 < e < Wmin. Thus, we have
Pr½y^1 2 ½x2; x2 þ eÞ ¼ Pr½y^1 2 ð1; x2Þ ¼ 0 and Pr½y^1 2 ½x2 þ e;1Þ ¼ 1.
Therefore, DJ1 ¼Lðy1Þ Lðy1 þ eÞ þ acce. Since L is convex and L0 < h, we have Lðy1 þ eÞ Lðy1Þ < he. Using the required h < acc
sufﬁciency condition, we ﬁnd DJ1 > heþ acce > 0. However, the positive DJ1 contradicts with ðy1; h2Þ being the optimum.
The proof of the second part is as follows. For the two-period problem, J1 can be expressed explicitly. For a given U, the curve of the
intersection of J1 with the plane y1 þ h2 ¼ 0 deﬁnes a new function, ~J1, which we parameterize with variable y1.~J1ðy1Þ ¼L1ðy1Þ þ aUcp  ay1cc þ aL2ðy^2Þ½G1ðxÞUy^2y1y^2 þ a
Z y1y^2
1
L2ðy1  xÞg1ðxÞdxþ a
Z 1
Uy^2
L2ðU  xÞg1ðxÞdx:We take the derivative of function ~J1ðy1Þ and look for negative values.0 > @y1eJ1ðy1Þ ¼ þL01ðy1Þ  acc  aL2ðy^2Þg1ðy1  y^2Þ þ a@y1 Z y1y^2
1
L2ðy1  xÞg1ðxÞdxAs a result, we have the inequality,L01ðy1Þ þ aðhþ bÞ
Z y1y^2
1
G2ðy1  xÞg1ðxÞdx < acc þ abG1ðy1  y^2ÞBy increasing its LHS, we create a sufﬁcient condition for this inequality to hold.L01ðy1Þ þ aðhþ bÞ
Z y1y^2
1
G2ðy1  xÞg1ðxÞdx 6 hþ aðhþ bÞ
Z y1y^2
1
1g1ðxÞdx ¼ hþ aðhþ bÞG1ðy1  y^2Þ 6 hð1þ aÞ þ abG1ðy1  y^2Þ:When we check if the increased LHS is still below its RHS, we ﬁndhð1þ aÞ þ abG1ðy1  y^2Þ < acc þ abG1ðy1  y^2Þ
which is equivalent to hð1þ aÞ < acc.
Consequently, for a given U, fy1 þ h2 ¼ 0; y1 ! þ1g is an always decreasing ray for J1ðy1; h2;UÞ when hð1þ aÞ < acc. Therefore, the con-
strained optimum of the ﬁrst period satisﬁes the complementary slackness property.
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